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Venerdì 08 Maggio 2009 10:54

ANFIA / Oggi a Torino l’Assemblea del Gruppo Componenti
TORINO – Oggi, alle ore 14,30, presso la Sala Londra del Centro Congressi Lingotto di
Torino, si tiene l’Assemblea del Gruppo Anfia-Componenti. Intervengono Mauro Ferrari
(Presidente Gruppo Anfia Componenti) sul tema "Andamento del Mercato e Misure a
sostegno del settore in Italia e nei principali Paesi", Ralf Kalmbach ( Responsabile
Automotive Roland Berger) su "Global Automotive Supplier Study 2009: How suppliers can
master the Auto Crisis", Gianni Coda (CEO Fiat Group Purchasing) su "La Crisi di settore per
il Gruppo Fiat e gli effetti potenziali sulla componentistica", Adriano Maestri (Presidente
Commissione Regionale ABI) su "Quale supporto dal sistema bancario?", Andrea Bianchi (
Direttore Generale Ministero Sviluppo Economico) su “Quale supporto dalle Istituzioni?”.
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14 May 2009 15:31 GMT =DJ 2nd UPDATE: Italian Auto Suppliers "Can't
Survive For Long"
By Luca Casiraghi
Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES

MILAN (Dow Jones)--Italian auto components suppliers fear they will need to shut
down if weak sales volumes continue well into 2010.
"With sales down by 30-35%, we can survive for eight months, maybe one year, but
not more than this," said Mauro Ferrari, president of the Italian Automotive
Component Manufacturers Group, Anfia, in a telephone interview with Dow Jones
Newswires.
Italy's component sector is among the largest industries in the country, with 200,000
employees and 2,700 firms overall, including Brembo SpA (BRE.MI), Sogefi SpA
(SO.MI) and Landi Renzo SpA (LR.MI).
In 2008, components suppliers accounted for EUR16 billion of exports, or 4.4% of the
national total.
Anfia is the sector's largest trade association.
"On average, suppliers are suffering a 30%-40% contraction of revenue, but
attractive niche segments, such as trucks and construction vehicles, are even more
under pressure, up to 70%," said Stephan Keese of Roland Berger Consultants GmbH.
As a result, from October 2008 onwards, Italian component manufacturers have cut
35% of total working hours. Companies have made massive use of temporary layoff
schemes to get them through the economic downturn, but at a cost.
"Most of the non-permanent jobs have been cut," said Ferrari. As mergers between
small-to-medium companies loom in the year ahead, more jobs are at risk.
"These are hard times for everyone in the business, but we need state investments in
research and development to ensure a future for Italian automotive suppliers. This
sector is strategic for the national economy," Ferrari said.
The auto suppliers industry is more fragmented and doesn't get the media attention of
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auto manufacturers like Fiat SpA (F.MI). Fiat's unions have organized a march in Turin
Saturday to mobilize workers and public opinion.
High public debt has meant the Italian government hasn't been able to offer aid to the
industry, unlike some other European countries which have provided state support.
On top of incentives to buy cars, the governments of Germany, France, and Spain
allocated EUR3.4 billion to the auto industry, of which roughly 60% will go to
suppliers. The U.S. government made available $7 billion for components
manufacturers and battery producers.
The Italian government has given nothing beyond a car sales incentive "cash for
clunkers" scheme.
"The government scrappage scheme for ecologically-friendly cars was a shot in the
arm, but it is a short term remedy, and it doesn't help all suppliers. Most of us do not
work for the light vehicles industry," Ferrari said.
In the absence of state aid, Fiat's imminent takeover of Chrysler and probable merger
with Opel could be an opportunity to bolster Italy's auto sector, including Italian
components production.
More than half of Italian auto parts manufacturers grew in the Turin region as Fiatonly suppliers. Now they work also with other European carmakers, but Fiat has
remained pivotal.
"In every country, the auto components industry flourishes thanks to a strong national
automaker," said Ferrari. "If Fiat expands overseas we may not be able to export
directly in the U.S., but we will benefit of research expenses fallout."
-By Luca Casiraghi, Dow Jones Newswires; +39 02 5821 9907;
luca.casiraghi@dowjones.com
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